In particular the creation of photons in vibrating cavities seems to be the most promising scenario for a possible experimental verification of motion-induced vacuum radiation (see e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ).
The thermodynamics of the static Casimir effect has been investigated intensively (see e.g. [13] and references therein). In that context temperature effects are known to even dominate the pure vacuum effect (at T = 0) and, in consequence, have to be taken into account when analysing the data in measurements of the static Casimir force. In contrast to this the dynamical Casimir effect at finite temperature so far has not been subject of research. It has been anticipated in a recent investigation by Lambrecht et al. [12] that temperature effects could play an important role for the generation of a photon pulse in a vibrating Fabry-Pérot cavity. However, realistic calculations of thermal effects on quantum radiation within the framework of quantum field theory of time-dependent systems at finite temperature are not yet available.
Accordingly, it is our major intention to close this gap and to provide a generalization of the Hamiltonian approach presented recently in Refs. [14, 15] . In this letter we focus the discussion predominantly on results obtained for the thermal contribution to photon production in a resonantly vibrating cavity as one of the most relevant configuration when aiming for experimental tests of the dynamical Casimir effect [9] . We like to address the question whether or not the effect of quantum radiation might be covered by the thermal background and we will examine the conditions under which it remains most significant even at large temperatures. Details of the derivations and further applications of the formalism will be presented in a forthcoming publication [16] .
We recall the canonical formalism in Ref. [14] , where we considered a constrained, noninteracting, real, massless scalar field. Similarly, the formalism also holds for bosonic quantum fields interacting with classical external background fields [15] . The boundary respectively the background may undergo small but arbitrary dynamical changes resulting in an additional interaction HamiltonianĤ I which is assumed to be switched on and off at asymptotic times t → −∞ and t → +∞, respectively. For the boundary being initially at rest the (closed) system consisting of the scalar field enclosed by the boundary is assumed to be at thermal equilibrium described by a statistical operatorρ(t → −∞) =ρ 0 . The existence of a total HamiltonianĤ =Ĥ 0 +Ĥ I describing the evolution of the system implies that any kind of backreaction of the quantum field upon the dynamics of the external constraints or any relaxation processes will be neglected. In addition, there should be no measurements on the quantum systems during the dynamical phase. We adopt the interaction representation.
When the boundary or the background field experiences dynamical changes the system will no longer remain at thermal equilibrium. The time-evolution of the statistical operatorρ is governed by the time-dependent interaction HamiltonianĤ I resulting in the von Neumann equation (units whereh = c = k B = 1 are used throughout):
together with the initial conditionρ(t → −∞) =ρ 0 . Here we disregard an explicit timedependence (∂ρ/∂t) exp. that could account for relaxation or backreaction processes. Accordingly, this equation of motion can be integrated formally with the aid of the time-evolution
where T denotes time-ordering. The thermal expectation value at asymptotic times t → ∞ of any relevant observableÂ is determined by
The trace Tr{· · ·} involved is taken most conveniently over the Fock space of the unper- examination of the thermodynamical aspects involved (e.g. effective entropy) will be given in [16] . Eqs. (1) - (3) generalize the canonical approach to quantum radiation of Ref. [14, 15] to account for finite-temperature effects as well. In order to explore the influence of finite temperatures on the dynamical Casimir effect we have to investigate the thermal expectation value of the number operatorN λ =â In the following we consider the generic case of a constrained massless scalar or vector field at finite temperature T = 1/β described initially (t → −∞) by the statistical operator (canonical ensemble)ρ
The closed system is assumed to be initially at thermal equilibrium. The system leaves the thermal equilibrium when undergoing some dynamical changes. Eq. (3) allows for a systematic perturbative approach in those cases, for which a closed expression for the time-evolution operator is not available. Especially for the thermal expectation value of the spectral number density N λ one obtains up to quadratic response neglecting corrections
The first term N λ 0 = Tr{N λρ0 } represents the usual thermal Bose-distribution function while the second term ∆N λ denotes the motion-induced change of the number of particles (e.g. photons) with frequency Ω 0 λ at a given temperature T . The total radiated energy, i.e. the change of the internal energy associated with quantum radiation is determined by ∆E = Ω 0 λ ∆N λ and can be deduced according to E = :Ĥ 0 : = :Ĥ 0 : 0 + ∆E. Let us now turn to the generic particle-creation processes. In the case of constrained bosonic quantum fields satisfying linear equations of motion the general form of the selfadjoint perturbation Hamiltonian induced by the interaction with the external conditions assumes the rather general form (sum convention)
with S µν = S νµ and U µν = U * νµ . The constant C gives rise to a pure phase factor and thus drops out in any expectation value (3). The S-term may be interpreted as a generator of a multi-mode squeezing operator and the U-term may be envisaged as a hopping operator.
Evaluating the quadratic response according to Eq. (5) the change of the number of particles
Note, that the S-term contains the pure vacuum contribution ∆N λ (vac) = |S λρ | 2 . One observes that only the S-term contributes to the total number of created particles (sum over λ), while the U-term does not increase the total number of particles (similar terms appear in master-equations). However, it modifies the configurations of occupied particle states within the ensemble and thus also increases the total energy.
For trembling cavities the perturbation Hamiltonian (cf. Ref. [14] for details)
appears as a sum of a squeezing (first term) and a velocity term (second term). The squeezing term involves the deviations ∆Ω In scenarios, where the velocity effect is supposed to be negligible the matrix S becomes diagonal and the U-term does not contribute at all. In view of Eq. (7) we identify the corresponding particle-production rate as the product of the pure vacuumsqueezing effect ∆N The pure velocity effect may be illustrated most simply by considering a single moving mirror in 1+1 dimensions. For a single mirror placed at a position η(t) the discrete eigenmodes Ω 0 λ have to be replaced by the continuous variable k. The total radiated energy is derived as
which generalizes the zero-temperature result (first term) obtained by Fulling and Davis and by Ford and Vilenkin [5] . The ratio of the finite temperature correction to the radiated energy and the pure vacuum contribution turns out to be of the order O(T 2 τ 2 ), where τ denotes a characteristic time scale of the underlying dynamics.
Let us now investigate the finite-temperature effects on the dynamical Casimir-effect in a resonantly vibrating cavity. In order to allow for an experimental verification the number of motion-induced created particles should be as large as possible. One way to achieve this goal is to utilize the phenomenon of parametric resonance, which occurs in the case of harmonically time-dependent perturbations characterized by some frequency ω. Obtaining large numbers may indicate that one has left the region, where second-order perturbation theory does apply.
In the case of oscillating disturbances, however, it is possible to evaluate the timeevolution operator to all orders ofĤ I analytically employing yet another approximation, the so-called rotating wave approximation (see e.g. [7] ). Let us assume that the explicit 
This effective Hamiltonian accounts essentially for the dominant contribution arising from the frequency ω. For the evolution operator Eq. (2) this approximation implies the neglection of all time-ordering effects (all oscillating terms involving commutators average out).
For a vibrating cavity the effective HamiltonianĤ eff ω is easily calculated from the interaction operator (8) . Assuming a harmonic time-dependence proportional to ε sin(2ωt) or ε cos(2ωt) for both, the squeezing (∆Ω 2 µ ) and the velocity terms (M µν ) only those terms will survive, which match the resonance conditions. For the squeezing term the resonance condition reads Ω In consequence, only the squeezing term contributes. The effective Hamiltonian can be derived immediately for the lowest cavity mode. From the contributing ∆Ω λ -terms one
2 respectively for the time-evolution operator
Note, that within this approximationÛ coincides with a squeezing operatorŜ 1 for the lowest mode λ = 1. This confirms the notion of the ∆Ω 2 µ -terms in (8) as squeezing contribution. After having derived a closed expression for the time-evolution operator this enables us to calculate the expectation value for the number operator to all orders inĤ
This non-perturbative result implies that at finite temperature the number of photons ∆N 1 created resonantly in the lowest cavity mode increases exponentially. The vacuum creation rate ∆N S 1 (vac) = sinh 2 (εΩ 0 1 T/2) (see Ref. [9] ) gets enhanced by a thermal distribution factor.
Equation (12) represents one essential result of our investigations. In order to indicate its experimental relevance one may specify the characteristic parameters. In Fig. 1 
